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Software Developer
Fulcrum Software Solutions
Fulcrum Software Solutions is a technology consulting company focusing on the development of custom
software systems. As a small and highly successful computer software company, Fulcrum Software
Solutions develops a large range of solutions for a diverse customer base. All positions are employees of
Fulcrum and are not contractors or right-to-hire consultants. Fulcrum provides a flexible working
environment with competitive salary, monthly bonuses, health insurance, retirement savings plan with
employer matching and paid time off including comp time.
E-mail your resume to careers@fulcrumsoftwaresolutions.com.

Software Developer
Fulcrum Software Solutions is looking for a self-motivated and ambitious Software Developer to work in a
highly collaborative and hands-on environment. Software Developers at Fulcrum participate in all
aspects of the software development lifecycle. Projects are in a variety of technologies with the main
focus being Microsoft .NET and Web Sites.

Responsibilities


Complete independent software development tasks assigned by project lead against
specified project time frames, quality, and requirements



Conduct unit, integration, and system testing on own code and fix errors



Develop and execute test plans



Troubleshoot and fix defects in existing systems as assigned



Develop components of overall solutions using iterative and fast prototyping methodologies



Participate with team in design sessions



Provide escalation support for technical issues from customers

Required


BS in Computer Science or equivalent



Excellent problem solving skills



Relational database query skills including database design and maintenance (Microsoft SQL
preferred)



Experience developing using Microsoft tools for Microsoft platforms



Ability to work well both independently and as a member of a team



Ability to work on multiple project teams simultaneously



Good verbal and written communication skills

Desired


Commercial software development experience using .NET



Commercial web site development experience using Word Press



Mobile application development experience for IOS and/or Android platforms



Experience with client side web technologies like javascript and jquery



Experience with Microsoft based Web Applications and Web Services



Experience with a version control system and configuration management



Creative and Design skills utilizing Adobe products

